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QUESTION 1

An AEM instance is restarted with the command: java -Dsling.run.modes=author -jar cq-publish.jar -r author. The
sling.properties includes the line sling.run.modes=publish. 

In which runmode is AEM started? 

A. Author runmode because the -r parameter has the highest priority 

B. Publish runmode because it is determined from the quickstart jar filename 

C. Author runmode because the system property sling.run.modes has the highest priority 

D. Publish runmode because the sling.properties file has the highest priority 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

How often is a full online compaction (revision cleanup) run by default? 

A. Every week 

B. Every 2 months 

C. Every month 

D. Every 2 weeks 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://www.aemcq5tutorials.com/tutorials/online-offline-tar-compaction-in-aem/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A DevOps Engineer must configure a production deployment pipeline. The AEM environment consists of one author
instance, two publish instances, and two dispatcher instances. A load balancer and CDN are also leveraged. 

In combination with load balancing, which step is required to make sure that the site is available during deployment? 

A. Point the CDN to the author instance during the publish instance deployment 

B. Perform the deployment on one publish instance at a time 

C. Clear the CDN cache after the author instance deployment 

D. Disable the replication agents during the deployment 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

During security tests it becomes apparent that AEM specific paths were accessible on the publish instance, which
should not be accessible to the public. 

What is the best practice configuration on a publish dispatcher instance? 

A. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "/system/*"} 

B. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "*"} 

C. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/system/*"} 

D. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/r/*"] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

After which maintenance processes can a datastore garbage collection achieve the most regain of disk space? 

A. Re-index 

B. Compaction 

C. Version purge 

D. Workflow purge 

Correct Answer: B 
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